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Feedback Series

• Part 2
– January 2020 Workshop:
– Peer Review: Practices and Pitfalls

• Part 3
– Spring 2020 Talk about Teaching Workshop:
– Leverage Technology to Facilitate Student Feedback
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Behavior Rates/Probabilities

Positive Feedback:
Presenting 

reinforcement 
stimulus

Negative Feedback:
Aversive stimulus 

removed



Key Process in Behavioral Change

• Military gunners accuracy (Gagne, 1962) 
• Driving after being in or witnessing accidents (Mayou, 

Simkin, & Threlfall, 1991)
• Increased productivity in factory workers resulting 

from an awareness of being observed (Hawthorne 
effect)

What is 
currently 
evident

What could or 
should be the 

case

Reduce 
the Gap



Power of Feedback

• Feedback effects among the highest known in 
education (d = .73)

• Among the top 10 influences on achievement
Consider However . . .

Learners

Task 
characteristics

Types of 
feedback

Timing and 
frequency of 

feedback



VARIABLES



Task Characteristics

• Familiarity (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996) 
– Most helpful with familiar vs novel task

• Difficulty (Clariana, Wagner, & Rohrer Murphy, 2000) 
– Delayed feedback more effective for difficult-to-learn

items than easier-to-learn items on a later retention test
• Multiple choice (Butler & Roediger, 2008) 
– Feedback potentiates retrieval practice resulting in 

correct responses with practice quizzing
– Corrective feedback can address misconceptions, make 

corrections, and reduce the chances that the learner will 
recall an incorrect response later 



Types of Feedback

Individual feedback

Group feedback



Types of Feedback

Correct/Incorrect 
with explanation

Correct/Incorrect 
without explanation



Types of Feedback

Task-related (trial and 
error activities) feedback
(8/10 correct)

Learner-related 
feedback
(Praise)



Types of Feedback

Process Related
• Problem-solving 

steps
• Sentence 

structure

Task-related

Self 
Efficacy



Novice Facts Motor Skill

Immediate x
Delayed x x
Frequent x

Timing and Frequency



Three Key Questions

Where is the 
student going?
• Goals/objectives
• Desirable difficulty
• Feedback

What progress has 
been made?
• Assessments
• Achievements

What is the next 
step?
• Guidance
• Scaffolding
• Resources
• Feedback 

Hattie & Yates, 2014



Responding to Students’ Mastery
Novices Content 

knowledge, 
discriminations, 
vocabulary

Feedback Corrective

Confirmative

Intermediate 
Learners

Linking ideas, 
seeing 
relationships, 
elaboration,
Application

Feedback
Process feedback
Conceptual, schematic. 
procedural

Worked examples

Implications for the 
broader picture

Advanced 
Learners

Extended 
application of 
knowledge

Feedback Supporting the self-
regulated learner
Acknowledgement effort 
and product achieved



The Role of Errors

• A natural step toward incremental learning
• Experiencing difficulty is expected
• Help students to think of errors as “tentative trials” 

and disconfirmations as natural and positive
• Make explicit any sub-goal achievements
• Acknowledge cognitive load and expended effort
• Sets the tone for effective feedback



Educational Implications

• Setting clearly articulated overall and proximal sub goals
• Provide corrective feedback when necessary
• Focus any feedback on how to perform tasks more 

effectively
• Be cautious about 
– Praise or rewards 
→can affect later effort, confuse students

– Providing rewards for tasks that are inherently 
interesting
→undermines motivation




